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hospitals. During March and May 2018, 37 public and
private hospitals joined the survey. This number of hospitals
covers 95% of hospitals in which there are oncology or
nuclear medicine departments [5]. The questionnaire covers
two main fields: equipment and workforce.
About the equipment - the numbers of radiotherapy and
nuclear medicine equipment were collected. For diagnostic
imaging machines, only those used for radiotherapy such as
simulation CT, 4DCT and MRI were counted.
About the workforce - the data includes information of
clinical medical physicists and the university where ones
received the highest education degree. The data are
analyzed based on regions. It is not surprising to see that the
distribution of equipment and medical physicists are not the
same between regions. Most of the large oncology centers
are located in big cities. Many small provinces still don’t
have enough facility for cancer diagnostics and treatment.
This causes trouble not only in providing early and effective
treatment for patients but also in training the local medical
team.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Located in South-Eastern Asia region, Vietnam is a
lower middle-income country with the GDP per capita of
2067.9 USD in 2017. Vietnam has a population of 95.54
million and a surface area of 330,967 km2 [1]. It is the fact
that Vietnam has a high risk of deaths due to cancers. The
age-standardised incidence and mortality rates are 140.4 and
108.7 (per 100,000) respectively [2]. The most frequent
cancers are liver, lung, stomach, breast (female), and
colorectum [3]. Therefore, the number of oncology centers
has been growing rapidly nationwide since 2010.
Many public and private hospitals developed radiation
oncology and nuclear medicine departments where
physicists are essential members of the medical team. In
hospitals, medical physics frequently assess the qualities
and performance of the radiotherapy and nuclear imaging
equipment. They also ensure clinical radiation protection to
patients, staffs and the public. In radiotherapy, medical
physicists work closely with oncologists to ensure
accurately delivered doses to the patients [4]. The more
sophisticated technologies are applied in medicine,
especially in radiotherapy, the more professional knowledge
and skills are required for medical physicists.
Vietnam Society of Medical Physics (VSMP) was found
in 2008 to support medical physicists developing their
professional career. In 2018, the Society has nearly 200
members with 149 members are clinical medical physicists.
To update information on medical physics status in
Vietnam, a survey was done nationwide by Vietnam Society
of Medical Physics. A questionnaire was sent to key persons
who work actively as senior medical physicists at local

II. RADIOTHERAPY EQUIPMENT
The number of radiotherapy equipment in Vietnam
inventoried in 2018 is shown in Table 1. Totally, there are
30 radiotherapy centers with 48 linear accelerators and 15
brachytherapy units. Though Ha Noi has a double number
of radiotherapy centers in compare to Ho Chi Minh City, the
total number of equipment are nearly the same for these two
most populated cities. There are 5 hospitals with Gamma
knife for radiosurgery. Table 2 shows the number of
imaging equipment mainly used for diagnostics and
treatment planning in radiotherapy. The survey only counts
the number of simulation CT, 4DCT and MRI machines
which belong to the radiotherapy centers and are under the
care of medical physicists. Most of the hospitals are
equipped with simulation CT and MRI. There are five
centers which have 4DCT used for therapy. The ratio of
radiotherapy equipment per million population is 0.73 nearly the same as in other Southeast Asia countries [6].
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IV. MEDICAL PHYSICISTS AND THE STATUS OF EDUCATION

III. NUCLEAR MEDICINE EQUIPMENT AND THE PRODUCTION OF

AND TRAINING

RADIONUCLIDES USED IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE

The number of nuclear medicine equipment is shown in
Table 3. There are 24 nuclear medicine centers in Vietnam.
Most of them have SPECT or SPECT/CT machines, and
thirteen hospitals have PET/CT units. To produce fluorine18 for medical use, four hospitals and the Institute of
Nuclear Science and Technology have 05 cyclotrons with
energies from 11 MeV to 30 MeV. Besides, the nuclear
reactor in Nuclear Research Institute also produces Iodine131 for thyroid cancer therapy. In total, Vietnam can
produce approximately 650 Ci radionuclides per year,
response 46% local demand [5].

Vietnam Society of Medical Physics has 149 members
working in hospitals as clinical medical physicists. Among
them, 77% are male and 23% are female. There are 37% of
medical physicists have the Master and Ph.D. degrees as
shown in Table 4. Currently, only 06 members studied
Master programs in medical physics in Thailand, Italia,
Taiwan, France, and Australia. Table 5 shows the list of
universities from which the clinical medical physicists got
their highest education degrees. Most of the medical
physicists graduated from the University of Science VNUHa Noi, Ha Noi University of Science and Technology, and
the University of Science VNU-HCM in Ho Chi Minh city.
So far, Vietnam does not have internal certification of
medical physicists. After finishing a four-year bachelor
program at the university, students who are interested in
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medical physics look for jobs in hospitals or medical
equipment trading companies. Then they go through on-site
training by senior medical physicists or be sent to big
oncology centers for training. Medical physicists frequently
attend intensive training programs organized by Vietnam
Society for Medical Physics or abroad. Besides, workshops
or conferences are also good opportunities for medical
physicists gathering and sharing knowledge and
professional experience with each other.
However, the roles of medical physicists in hospitals are
still not recognized appropriately. Officially, the medical
physicists work 42 hours per week. In major oncology
centers, medical physicists frequently work overtime due to
heavy workload. In small hospitals, the medical physicists
lack essential equipment and training resource. Medical
physicists and the status of education and training

V. CONCLUSION
The expected cancer incidence in Vietnam will be
roundly 98,100 cases [7]. To reduce the mortality rate due
to cancer, the hospitals will have to upgrade their
diagnostics and treatment equipment. The needs of medical
physicists still high. However, it takes approximately 2-3
for training a new medical physicist both in theory and
clinical. To meet this trend, beside developing good
education programs from undergraduate to graduate levels,
the university must collaborate with the hospitals in training
and research. For certifying the medical physics, Vietnam
Society for Medical Physics is organizing the National
Certification Board with the help of IAEA.
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